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THE KINDERGARTEN IN CERTAIN CITY
SCHOOL SURVEYS

INTRODUCTION
Numerous regoilsts concerning standards and practict -z of kinder-

"alien procedure have been received from superintendents, supervis-
ors. teachers, and laymen interested in education. These requests
iljdicate a desire tct know what phases of kindergartelk education are
b;bing criticized or commended, and also what standards and poli-
cies are being suggested for kindergarten education.

Recommendations found in the surveys examined were made to
meet specific conditions in !oral sit options. They are of value for
other communities to the extent to which similar comFtions exist
in these communities. Therefore it composite tatement of survey
findings should be of help in judging the value of kindergarten pro-
vedures in any community.

SCOPE Oli"FHE STUDY

Because of the variety of information desired by superintendents,
supervisors, principals, teachers, and laymen, who are interested in
kindergarten education, as ccimprehtnsive *a study as possible has
been nuille *of the relevant suggestions and c4Inments found in stir-
eys of public school systems. It was not posIsible to include in the

analysis all problems connectN1 with the administvtion of kinder-
gartens. Such phases as statitics, salaries, costs of maintenance and
equipment have not been considered, as in most surveys thesit items
are incorporated in,the statements foi the elementary schools as a
whole.

The sureys studied were selected because (I) they spiTa(1 over a
long period of time (191 5-1924); (2) they discuss the work done in
many parts of the country; (3) they present. problems which
arise in places varying in size and in community interests; and (4)
they were made by leadiug ectricators. Most of these surveys covered
entire city school systems. The survey of the kindergartens in Rich-
mond, Ind., is a survey of the one department only. The \survey
of Hawaii is included because the study of the educational itua-
tion on the islands was so largely a study of the work in i-Ions au.
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Date
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Department of the lutmor, I:. S. Itareali uf Education, (10% cr
Printing Office, Washington, 1). C..

Do.
Press Publishing Co., East Stroudsburg, PA.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education, (1(A-eminent

Printing Office, Washington, 1). C.
School Committee, Nev. Bedford, MAss.
Public. Education and Child Labor As>oviAtion,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Bureau of II11 Ilion (Iloptik111..-hrdi
University of Chicago Press. Chicago, 111.
World Book Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

o.D
Department of thy Interior, I 1On, ( ;it\

Printing (Alive, WAshington, 1)
hoard cf EducatIon, SpArta, Wis.
Institute of Educational Research, Tem.hrrs College, NCW

Do.
Department of the Interior, 1.. S. Bureau of EduM mnpublishod.
liSt ¡tilt e of Eilut tlOflL1 Resealch, TIachils Collvgr, NiiN% York Cit

Department of the Interior, U. S. Burem 0. ..'imva.ion, 1u\ ern uwn t
Printing Office, Washington.. D. C

Do.

TYPES OF CRITICISMS AND COMMENDATIONS
Mniost every phase of kindergarten practice and adminitration

has been severely criticized or str.ongly commended in the survevs
Taken as a whole, there seems to be good reason4 to bViieve that the

1M1ntrykindergartens of the. are conducted as efficiently as any
other part of the sch system. Certain phases of kindergarten
organization receive both critical and commendatory statements.

Many kindergarten rooms are criticized because they do not meet
modern standards in regard to space, hygienic' arrangemjnts, or
furniture. Other rooms are commended because they fulfill these,

requirements and because they are besuti W.
Kindergarten equipment is not considered up to standard unless it

includes some physical appiratus, large building materials. and
suitable tools and supplies foy woodwork, painting, and modeling.

Definite iecommendations are made with regatd to such problems. as
eliminating mass teaciiing and dividing classes into small groups, so
that the instruction given in them will more ()early meet the needs
of individual children; keq)ing records of the achievement of indi-
vidual pupils; providing better methods of prom( A ion : studying the
effect of kindergarten training on children's progress through the

. grades; and dnifying the work in kindergarten and primary grades.
Recommendations concerning the curriculum eniphasize the need

for a broader interpretation of the term and the establishment of
definite objectives, with suggestions as to how they may be reached.
Comments on the different subjects of the course of study are sehlom
given separately, but in connection with thwroblems of the (quirky-
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INTRODUCTION 3

lum as a whole. In the later surveys there is an even greater demand
'for those activities which will aid children in establishing good health
habits, good language habits, and good citizenship habits, as well
as good thinking habits. The surveys which discuss these topics also
emphasi&the fact thatsuccessful attainment of these goals depends
not only' upon the kind of curriculum used but also upon the ability
of the teacher, the kind and amount of equipmiamt. available, and the
guidance given teachers by the supervisor.

While the amount of preparation that kindergarten teachers in
charge of classes have ipceived is equal to or greater than that re-
ceived by the other teachers in the primary schools, it is often criti-
cized as being narrow. A number of surveys definitely state that
kindergarien teachers should receive their training in an institution
Which reAgn i zes k i nderga Hen- pri ma ry teaching as a si ngle problem.

To do her best work, a teacher must continue her professipnal
studies after "caving the normal or training school. So certam
school systems are criticized for wit providing opportunities for
advanced study or ()tllele. means for professional growth.

Adequate supervision is considered necessary for professional
growth and for continued successful teaching. This supervision
should be given by one ho has had broad educational advantages
and a thorough kindergarten-primary training. It is recommended
that wherever' Possible one supervisor be put in charge of both
kiatiergarten and *primary grades, so as to help develop a unified
type of education for children between 4 and 8 years of age.

Kindergarten objectives, curriculum, and equipment have been
greatly modified within recent years to give children a better prepa-
tatibn for participating in the activities of a good primary school.
In turn, the kindergarten has greatly modified the spirit and organi.
zation of the primary grades.

'While kindergarten principles are widelyaccepted in theory, not
all school Authorities have been interested enough in prefirst-grade
education to establish a sufficient number of kindergartens to accom-
modate ail the children of proper age for this type of education.
The surveys often recommeind that principals, supervisors, and
teachers should make greater effort to have all children begin their
school life in the kindergarten.

".

hapter I
HOUOING; EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES e

At 'all times kindergarten teachers have believed that the sur-
roundings in which a child works and plays are of vital importanie
in'determining his attitude toward the thing he is, doing. In their

4
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4 THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOoL SURVYE3

desire to have the room@ cheerful they often produced an
overstiinulating environment. Recently, considerable attention has
been given to the effect -of environment upon emotional reactions,
and kindergarten teaci4eris have changed their opinion as to what
constitutes a suitable work and play place for young children. In
the new plans for kindergarten rooms the main considerations are
ample space, simplicity of arrangement, restful atmosphere, Proper
hygienic conditions, and adequate storake provisions for the great
variety of materials and toys considered necessary for the education
of young children.

Surveyors have consciously held these requirenuInts in mind in-set-%

ting their standards for judging kindergarten rooms, furniture,
equipment, toy-s, and construction materials. They have directed
attention not only toward the undesirable features of rooms and
eoipment for small children, but have given standards for planning
and equipping kindergarten rooms in new buildings.

PRESENT TYPES OP KINDERGARTEN ROOMS

Usually "kidergarten rooms are very well kept, and pictures and
growing plants give them a delightfully homelike atmosphere."
(Brookline.) Often they are the most attractive rooms in the school
building, being ' beautifully and taste 1 7 decorated and 'furnished,
well lighted,and ventilated." (St. Loll- . .

" Kindergarten rooms are of three types." Those of the first type
are " large, well lighted, with ample closet room for supplies," and
have modern juvenile toilet equipment." Rooms of the secctind type
are large, fairly well lighted, and supplied with closet space and
Proper toilet equipment. to a limited degree. The third type " is
found in the older. buildings where the kindergartens have been
placed for the most part in rooms which were least desirable for
other purposes." (Philadelphia.) It is possible that the reason for
putting the youngest children in the last type of room is that in many
places the kindergarten has " been considered a luxury " (Philadel-
phia), and so must in no way halm the comfort or eonvenience of
the other grades.

LOCATION OF KINDERGARTOOMS'
Wil'erever school buildings have been planned to include kinder-

gartens.the architects have considered not only the size and arrange-
ment but also ,the relationship of tlie. room to other rooms- in the
building, to exitg, sunlight, and playgrounds. (Springfield.)
"'Rooms built especially for kindergartens in the futurb should have
eastern or southern exposure." (Baltimore.) They \stiould hlaso be
of easy access to entrances and playground, and their arrangement
whenever possible should include " one large room with one.or more
smaller rooms." (Springfield.)

"



HOUSING, EQUIPMENT, 'AND SUPPLIES 5

Where the kindergartens are'housed in the older Viiildings and
until an adequate building program can be putthrotfgh it is recommended that
wherever possible classes be removed from cramped, dark rooms. (Baltimore.)

SIZE OF ROOMS

The rOOITIS s1iúiild be large, because
no other class is adequate size of rooms so istscessarey as in the kindergarten.

The age of the kindergarten and the activities in which he should be en-
demand sufficient floor space. Limited Area per child forces

formal:t y in clasroorn procedure that defeats the very purpose of kinclergarten
t caching. ( Stu talon!. )

HYGIENIC REQUIREMENTS

As health is of chief impi)riancii, the rooms should be largo, well ventilated.
sunny, and simply furnkhed, with very few decorations and no hangings.
The walls and ceilings should be hard, so that they may he periodically dis-
infected and the woodwork painted. * * It is imperative that the floors
he perfectly joined and thoroughly cleaned, its young children are very sus-
ceptible to germ diseases. (Philadelphia.)

Anot her eason flu having the right kind of kindergarten rooms
is that teachers also need the best posible environment in which t'o
work.

Depression and diseouragewent on the part of teachers are caused,- by ex-
t remely unattractive, discolored, and neglected walls and NVOOdWOrk.
mor(;.)

New rooms should have svecial hygienic provisions. These should
include toilets ,tti with juvenile equipment." (Baltimore.) Failure
to have satisfotory acconunodations of this kind makes it "diffi-
cult to start the right sanitary habits" so essential io the children's

ealth. ( Ph iltdelphia.)
There sho,uld also be a sufficient number of

10W closets fo storing materink and Individuat lockers for children's incom-
plete work. (Baltimore.)

The accessibility to supplies for the children is an important matter.
Chililren should be able to select and putt away materials..With this arrange-
ment the teacher can more readily tratn the children in habits of self-reliance,
orderliness, and purposeful selection of material. (Philadelphia.)

From the standpoint of the teacher, also, it is 'unfortunate tliat
often Cupboards are so arranged as to be practically inaccessible
to the children." (Philadelphia.) This arrangement " makes the
teacher's work more difficult." (Baltimore.)

Even with the urgent. demand for all necessary facilitie§ for properhousing
the tendency in planning rooms for children of kindergarten age Is 'toward
extreme simplicity. (Philadelphia.)
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HOUSING, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES 9

thought content of the stories:, pictures, and relatelfr exporietwes of kinder-
garten children is very significant iu its influence on their rendinos4 tu ron
and appreciation of written symbols. (Stamford.)

NEED FOR REVISION. OF SUPPLY ORDER LISTS

Until lately the surveys have criticized the lack of large blocks and
a few other necessary su4pp1ies for constructive activity, but now
criticism is extended to include the lack ofmaterial for work requir-
mg tli(kus;e of larger tools. Many schools realize that work in wood
and NN large painting materials is necessary to help little children
to gain control of the larger muscles. The following critiFism of
mater,ils available for creative work could be applied fairly to many
schools:

There \vas water:al for wood construction in only one kindergarten observed.
materials were inadequate. Painting Ennterink for large paint4

activities were found in only two rooms, [alibough] sInd table,- and spud,
paper materials. musks materials were sufficient in number to receive high
rat ing. ( S)ringfiel(1. )

ith these newer additions to the lists of desiraik materials
there is even more need in many places to recommend
that there li nn entire revision of the order list. worked out the cooperation
ilf supervisor and teachers. (Philadelphia.)

As it is not, usually practical to entirely reequip all kinderpotens
at once it is recommended that
[toil the equipment necessary to carry on satisfactory teaching is provided,
a kindergarten budget should sbpply some needed equipment to each kinder-

annually. (Stamford.)

If many of the undesirable materials were eliminated from thc
order lists undoubtedly " the money now spent for colored papers,
ut in squares, weaving mats, parquetry pui)cr * *

Would pay for these other *aterials" which are now considered so
necessary. (Richmond.) The Baltimore survey makes the added
suggestion that a smalionargin be allowed the teacher so that she
" may meet minor needs as they arise."

SUMMARY

In the suyveys studied there is an emphasis upon the need for
large, Well-lighted rooms with simple furnishings. These rooms
should be located od the east or south side of the buildings and
within easy access to exits leading to the playgrounds and streets.
Wherever possible there should be at, least one large room with one
or more 4naller adjoining rooms. Other requirements for good
kindergarten rooms include the treatment of all surfaces-2-walls and
floors--so that they can be easily cleaned and disinfevted. While
some of the present tooms fulfill these and all other requirements,
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io THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS ,

some only partially meet the standards, and others are far below. In
smile buildings the poorest rooms have been given to the kiiidergarten
because they were not. desirable for other uses. Wherever kinder-
gartens are located in cramped, dark roolm, it is recommended that
they be moved as soon as possible to rooms which comply wit h or
approach standard requirements.

Outdoor play apparatus is recommended for all schools. Where
it is hilpossible to have these on the playgrotmi it 1 suggested that
they be placed on the roof or in open-air or sentiopen-air. rooms,
so that all children may have the Opportunity vf working and play-
ing out of doors for a part of each

Modern furniture for the kindergarten includes small, smooth-
topped tables, in place of the 40hier large Ones, with a network of
lines on the tops. Tables should he of three heights and the chairs
furnished should also be of three heights to lit the tables.

Changes mane in the curriculum and methods of instruction have
demonstrated the need for materials which call for the use of the
larger muscles or which aid the chil(lren in expressing t heir idtiiv,
more adequately.

In most places supply lists should be entirely revised by the super-
vior and teachers, but, as it is not usually practicable to reequip
all the kindergartens at one time, it is recommended that t he kinder-

y garten budget be so adininisterjd that sonle lieW equipment be fur-
nished each kindergarten annually. It is further suggested that
a small amount of money be allowed each teacher to meet minor
needs as they arise.

Materials shouhl be most carefully selected and should be looked
upon by the chooi authorities in tile same light as are the textbooks'
or laboratory and studio materials in the elementary and h ight-whool
grades. The children should be encouraged to use their materials
economically, but not to the extent that they will be unable to do
good work.

Chapter II
ORGANIZATION OF KINDERGARTENS

Almost, every phase of kindergarten administration has been dis-
cussed in relation to some specific local need. Problems selected for
review in this bulletin have been chosen because they have been more
widely treated than certain others and because the recommendat ions
are clear and definite.

AGE OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN
Whenever the age of the children attending kindergarten is sug-

gested in the surveys the impression is given that these classes are
established primarily for 5-year. old children, although many of

day.
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ORGANIZATION OF KINDERGARTENS

them admit 4-ytt'ar old children also. Five years is definitely stated
as the kindergarten age in the recommendations made for establish-
ing kindergartens in the Wilmington schools. This report says:

Children who enter kindergarten at 5 not only run less risk of failing in the
customary work of the first grade, but are capable Of doing work of a much
better quality.

A similar impression is given by those who say that the kinder-
garten reduces the amount of retartlation not only byfittiríg children
to find themselves " more quickly in the usual work of the school "
(Memphis), but also bb indirectly by keeping children out of the first
grade until they are more mature." (11mp1ìis.)

The child whohas entered 11: younger than r years has not progressed tya
wen, on the hole, as the child ho has enter .1 at G years of age. He gets
through school younger, it is true, but at a greater failure expense. (Water-
town.)

A different point of view is expressed in the report of the New
Bedford survey, as follows:

On account of social cundition, particularly the much greater language han-dup that New Bedford childre;, suffer on entering school the age of
admission to kindergarten should be lowered to 41/2, even to 4 years. And chil-
dren should be admitted to first grade as soon after 5 as they are prepared for
the w(irk of the first grade. Thk Nould mean that most children could enter the
first grade by 51,,.:2 years of age, and most of those who baye had u year in
kinderitarten would be ready to begin the first grade at 5 or shortly there-
after. (Ncw Bedford.)

GROUPING CHILDREN ACCORDING TO ABILITY

Differences in personality and ability show themselves early in
children's lives. To meet these differences certain surveys suggest
that it is as desirable to group children in the kindergarten accord-
ing tc;their ability it is to group them in this way in the later
grades. There are now a number of lAces where " eachicindergarten
school is divided into groups according to maturity and ability,"
and the assignment of work is graded according to group abilities."
(St. Louis.)

One "type of arganization that is used in many larger cities rec-
ognizes the needs of both 4 and 3 year old children " by providing
for two kindergarten grades, one for the children of 4 or 41/42 years maturity and
one for the children of 5 or 51,.¡2 years niaturity. This if4 a highly desirable
arrangement, as it allows a gradation of work awl play more suited to the needs
of pretirst-grade children than can be provided in one grade with children vary-
ing widely in ability. (Radnor.)

PROVISION FOR INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

According to the surveys, the kindergarten is doing much to help
break up the practice of mass teaching and to provide opportunity
for the individualization of instruction. There seems to be a con.
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12. THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY ACHOOL SURVEYS

sensus of opinion-among those who have made the surveys that not
only should all subject matter "grow out of the immediate interests
of the children "(Winchester), but that the activities selected should
provide "play and work exercises adapted not only to age hut to
individual needs.". (Philadelphia.)

The reports suggest that many kindergarten teachers realize that
"every child is a unique specimen of human nature " (Honesdale),
and by his behavior tells us what hi%nature is and what. his educa-
tion should be. The kindergarten, " in the disclosure of personal
traits through lvork and play, is the teacher's pedagogical book of
revelation and her guide as to what to do next." (Honesdale.)
Teachers are to be commended for the steps they have taken in
providing opportunity for choice of activities." (Springfield.)

SIZE OF CLASS

There is a difference in the estimate of the number of children that
should be enrolled in a kindergarten class. One survey reports all
tictual average attendance of 32.children for each session and adds.
"There are no assistants to the kindergarten teacher. This munber
is within the control of one teacher." (Philadelphia.) Two sui.veys
recommend a smaller number of children for each teacher, but none
suggest a higher number.

No teacher in the kindergarten should be reiuinsible for 1114 ire than 2
children at one time. As soon as the number of ehildren exceeds 25 a trained
assistant should be appointed. (Stamford.)

School authorities generally agree that between 15 and 20 is the ideal !lum-
ber for one teacher to have in kindergarten, but that the number may he raised
to an average attendance of between 20 and 25 without too great a strain
being placed on children and teacher. They also agree that a group of ever
50 children in one room, even with several teaAers, is too great a social strain
for young children. Large numbers of qbildren working and playing together
demaild a degree of inhibition and self-control which is greater than ought to
be expected of chil(Iren or kindergarten age. (Radnor.)

LENGTH OF SESSIONS

The New Bedford survey gives another recommendation Which is
radically different from the usual type of organization, when it
states that
the kludergarten-subpriniary grade should be open to children the full day,

1/4 instead of one session only, where the Parents desire full day's atti.ndauce.

The opposite view is suggested but not definitely stated in the
Radnor recommendations and in the Brookline report. In describ-
ing several types of organization the Radnor report mentions the
"double-session plan"; that is, one group *coming in the morning
and another in the afternoon, as one way of solving the difficulty
caused by the overcrowded condition found in one kindergarten.
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ORGANIZATION OF KINDERGARTENS 13

The Brookline survey states that the hours for the kindergarten
session should coincide with the hours for the morning session of the
other grades.

TIME SCHEDULE -

Educators realize that, young children can not be expected to give
close attention 'for long Periods of time when they are reteiving
formalsinstruciion. On the other hand, they also realize that often
there is a great loss of inspiration and energy when children are not
!liven sufficient time to copipiete a piece of work in which they are
intei.ested. Cutting up the kindergarten day arbitrarily into small
sections is not conducive to the development of good work or thought
habits, and is severely criticized in certain surveys.

This criticism is made of schools in which the daily session is
divided into short periods of from 1.5 to 30 Minutes duration."
(Philadelphia.) This repori continues the criticism in the following
manner:

Very Often there are two 30-minute work periods in a half-day program.
In a fe programs there are work periods of 50 minutes, but in general there
are no long ones. 4k longer work hour is needed for constructive work or
repreisentathe play Mien initiated and self-directed by the children.

ehibl-study has shown much of the old-time prIct1cE in relation to the rigid
time schedffle to have been opposed to the way a little child actually works
MI6 pIa3-s. A little child doe not livid his interests within 15-minute periods
or half-hour periods. Absorption in work is one of the best habits that can
be encouraged: and recent kindergarten studies show that a child's span of
interest increases steadily through one or two years as he works with kinder-
garten materials. Kindergarten work lends itself more readily to a flexible
time schedule than does primary work. because of the organization into classes
made necessary by the introduction of reading. but in both the kindergarten and
the primary, there should be work periods where the children are given time
to experiment -with materials and to work out projects related to subject
ma tter. 'Winchester. )

PROMOTIONS

" yromotions are often a source of annoyance to the kindergarten
and first-grade teachers." (Philadelphia.) Certain surveys state \
that teachers are nFt, b in sympathy with the motle of sending chil-
dren from the kindergarten to the first grade." (Cleveland.) This
seems to be especially true where chronological age is the &ten-11in-
ing factor. There are States in which the law specifically requires
children to be "admitted to the first grade at 6 years, but not all,
however, are prepared to do the work of the first grade at that age."
(Cleveland.) Such a system of promotion
often floods the first grades with backward children and those who can not
speak English. (Philadelphia.) There are some States in which it is possible
to partially remedtthis condition. (Richmond.)

"
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children under 6 years of age may not enter the first grade. but since the com-
pulsory school age is'7, children may he retained in kindergarten beyond the
age of 6, If they are sufficiently immature to mike a longer period of kinder-
garten training °desirable. (Richmond.)

Where readiness for promotion is determined bv chronological age
and the
children are promoted only once a -tb:(r. instead of hvice a year. there k
tendency either to place immature children in the first grade or to keep them
in the kindergarten uLtil they ar( too) advanced nor kint:ergarten i Win-
chester.)

'To prevent this injustice, semiannual promotion are recommended
as a means for better adjuz.twent between the 1dnderfrarten and
first grade." (Winchester.)

An attitude toward promotion more in harMOI1V with present-day
tendencies is well stated in the fidi( )wing. quotations.

There should be such a (.14141 relnii0nhip between the kindergarten and the
primary school that children may not be compelled to remain in the kinder-
garten until the time of the half .early promotions. They 414 mid Ile promoted
when they give evidence of capability to do more advanced work.
chester.)

Effort should be made to promote children on the
4$

basis intellectual ma-
turity. (Philadelphia.)

RECORDS

Mlb

One reason given for the difficulty of making satisfactoi'y promo-
tions from the kindergarten to the first grade is that few schools have
kept records of children's activities and interests in the kindergarten.

Record cards should be used to show the development of each chili in the
kindergarten, and to test the value of the curriculum. (Stamford.)

The following quotation shows that there has been some systematic
study along this line.:

A commendable experimental attack on the problem of records of ehildren's
progress is being carried on among the kindergarten teachers, and a more uni-
form method of keeping records is later to culminate from this experimental
work. .(Springfield.)

If definite objectives Are not set up and if frequent riicords are not made au
to what is being accomplished in establishing desirable habits and attitudes
mastery of skills, broadening of experience, growth in language and application
of ideas, the teaching is certain to lack effwtiveuess. (Watertown.)

SUMMARY

Although specific recommendations for the betterment of local con-
ditions, given in the survey reports, often differ in detail there is a
certain similarity of thought about the fundamental characteristics
of kindergarten organization.

Kindergartens are planned primarily for children 5 years of age,
although in many places children are admitted at the age of 4. One
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ORGANIZATION OF KINDERGARTENS 15
survey advocates the entrance of children into the kindergarten at 4,
so that they may be admitted to the first grade as soon after they are
5 as they can be prepared for *the work.

Children of the same age va-ry widely in ability; so it is recom-
mended that they be grouped according to ability and that suitable
work be given each group. Where there are enough children enrolled
in the kindergarten to make it desirable, it is suggested that it would
be wen to establish two kindergarten grades. This plan would elimi-
nate much repetition ofAvork for those children who are to be in
kindergarten two years.

One survey recommends that children be allowed to attend kinder-
(rarten all day, because of the economic and social situation in that
particular locality. Other surveys suggest by implication that chil-
dren shall be in kindergarten for a- ha!f day only, and preferably in
the mornings.

An attendance of 32 children is the highest number mentioned as
desirable. Fifteen to twenty in average daily attendance is consid-
ered the lowest desirable number. Between these extremes the
standard is set at 25 for one teacher at each session. One survey
recommends that not more than 50 children be in any one group even
where there are several teachers, because of the great amount of
inhibition nessary in larger social groups.'

The law in many States requireLthat 6-year-old children be ad-
mitted to first grade even though meny of them are not ready to
profit by the work of the primary grade, and othe.rs are ready at in
earlier age. Consequently many teachers in both the kindergarten
and primary grades are not in sympathy with the methods of promo-
tion used in their schools. This feding is especially strong when
promotions are made annually. Semiannual promotions are recom-
mended, but if the work of the kindergarten and primary grades is
closely articulated it would be possible to promote children at anytime they are considered ready to profit by more advanced work.

It would be easier to know when promotions should be made if
more adequate records of children's achievements were kept. Thesetecords would also help the primary teachei to base her work forthe children upon the attitudes, habits, and fund of knowledge theybring with them from the kinidergarten.

4

Chapter III
EVOLUTION OF THE CURRICULUM

The evolution of the kindergarten curriculum has been rapid andis by no meansteappleted yet.
,16

The kindergarten of to-day realizes the futility of giving its children in-tellectual food which they can not digest. In planning the course of study,
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16 THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS

therefore, its tendency is to limit the source of subject matter to everyday
experiences of the particular group of children concerned. It selects from
these experiences those which are worth interpreting and extending, and it
seeks to help the children to organize them through the different play ac-
tivities and modes of expression which the kindergarten offers. (Richmond.)

Where there is no prescribed course of study

the work is planned bf the directors and varies in value according to the
training and viewpoint of the individual. (Bhltimore.)

A common understanding among teachers is necessary if there is not to be
undue emphasis of one kind of experience to the neglect of other experiences
of equal importance; the neglect of chillren developing certain condufls and
appreciations of value; and an unbalanc:q evaluation of the needs and uses of
certain supplies and equipment. (Springfield.)

There are indications that there are many kindergartenF in which
the conception of the curriculum is entirely too narrow or too
static. Where such conditions exist the kindergarten does

not sufficiently justify itself in bringing the experiences to tile children which
would meet the garticular needs of the group and connect with an acceptable
first-grade curriculum. (Stamford.)

One survey recommends
tt the teachers and the supervisors concerned work out a kindergarten-

primary curriculum which shall provide for cwitinuity in each of the subjects,
nalely, community life, industrial and fine arts, language, lAusic, physical
édu.cation, nature study, and numb'or work. (Richmond.)

Other surveys recommend also that the--
curriculum should show the fundaqiental skills, appreciations, and knowledge
necessary for the development of the social and physical needs of the kinder-
garten children. (Stamford.)

Standards should be defined without impoirg uniformity of curriculum.
(Baltim5re.)

Where teachers are well equipped for their work " freedom of

-

the individual teAcher might be made to serve the highest interests
of both kindergarten and grade schools," in developing a desirable

46. curriculum. It is unfortunate that although sae teachers " are
more liberal in spirit and practice than others,iiere are fewer evi-
dences of independent investigation and initiative'on the part of the
teachers than should characterize " (Brookline) the work in the
kindergarten.

OBJECTIVES OF KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION

The need of determining objectives for kindergarten-primary or kindergarten
first-grade classes, together with the experiences necessary for children to
have and with definite achievements to accomplisb from those experiences,
is (the) greatest immediate need for progress in thd future. (Stamford.)

There seems to be a lack of e

eommon understanding among the teachers of the importance of all the objec-
tives necessary for complete.developmenteb * The result is an apparent

.

s
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EVOLUTION OF THE CURRICULUM 17

emphasis of one kind of experience to the neglect of other experiences of equal
importance. (Springfield.)

In certain places the
o

curriculum in s present form gives over-emphasis to skills and knowledge
which is not conducive to a complete, well-balanced developiant. The prob-
lem of education is to make desired cilanges in thought, feeling, and action.
Any curriculum must provide experiences which will bring changes in this
three-fold aspect of behavior. (Springfield.)

Constructive thinking.In the later surveys emphasis has been put
upon the need for more constructive thinking arid for less dictated
work.

The great value in using materials for expression is in thinking^e's way
through to a result that is satisfactory. (Wlnchesté.r.)

For this reason
occupations should be planned for the children, whether in the kindergarten
or in the first grade, which appeal to children as worth doing and which
demand concentration and effort on their part. (Richmond.)

Practice in constructive tkinking and in proving the value of the results
of thinking are definitely seen in the manual activities- and the original games
of the kindergarten. But they are quite as necessary in making social adjust-
ments. Sympatliy for and with our neighbors is greatly increased by plannin
with them, working with them, and rejoicing with them over a common
problem and its satisfactory solution. (Radnor.)

, Development qf attitudes.One great criticism of the kinder-
garten by primary teachers is that children " think of the schoolroom
as a playroom." (Philadelphia.) There are kindergartens in which
the play spirit seems " to be rather indiscriminately present in all
the activities." (St. Louis.) In those schools in which this situa-
tion prevails the exercises are " a kind of universal and unorganized
recreation," in fact, are agents " for scattering not for focusing
energy." (St. Louis) ,The same survey reports, in describing a
manual-arts lesson, that- the " teacher made no serious attempt to
establish in tbis exercise a diirefent spirit or a different control from
that in any exercise that might properly have the play spirit." (St.
Louis.)

tac While this severe criticism is deserved in some kindergartens, there
are others in which children are helped to realize the difference
betweeb work and play. A kindergarten of the better type
establishes the beginnings of a work attitude toward the things the children
do and (the beginnings) of an ability to evaluate skill, cooperation, and high
standards of attaitiment. * * Children's activities will degenerate in the
kindergarten or any grade is there are not enough worth-while things provided
for them to do. (Swarthmore.)

On the other hand, it is just as true that they
like to be held up to their highest ability. It gives them a sense of responsi-
bility for accomplishment which helps to hold their interest in what tthey are

4
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18 THE KINDERGARTEN iN CitY SCHOOL SURVEYS

doing. When high standards are coupled with interesting things to be done,
children grow in power and rejoice [in their growth). (Swarthmore.)

Freedom in the selection of things to do and of ways and means
for doing them helps children develop a greater appreciation of good
and beautiful things, materials, and workmanship. Another means
tor changing children's attitude toward beautiful things is to help

4`them " develop appreciation of the beauties of nature and cultivate
curiosity in the wonders of nature." (Stamford.) This can be
done.by preenting varied and definite nature experiences.

Through all these activities the kindergarten protects the child's
emotions from the regressive tendency toward anger, self-feeling, suspicion
isolation, sullenness, and nervousness, and foster good nature, open-minded-
MISS. sociability, cheerfuln-ess. and the habit of being happy. (Honesdale.)

Social adjustmeni 3.Delnocratic ideals are the rilsult of education and not of
inheritance. (Radnor.) A geod kindergarten helps chfidren learn self-control
through whole-hearted purposeful activity in their plays, games, rhythms, music;
art, language, constructive work with materials, and regular duties. (Swarth-
more.)

Several surveys state that
self-control can be developed p\ the kindergarten with no mare effort than
that necessary in training thel.hildren to automatic response e and
will be a much more useful habit for the children to take with them into the
first grade. (Richmond.)

While self-control *plays an important part in making 'social ad-
justmenfs, an appreciation of fair play is quite as essential.

The spirit of fair play Is the active principle in sympathetic appreciation o
the fine things others can do, in being thelleader when you hare something
to give, and in accepting suggestions from each and every member of the group
who has something to give you. It not only develops cooperation, but a recog-
nition of the necessity for obedience to lawful authority. (Radnor.)

Formation of habit8.Habit formation is a necessary part of the educational
process. The child's education begins long before he enters school. The kinder-
iarten builds upon the habits that have been formed in tbe homes and supple-
ments home training. (Winchester.)

A list of desirable habits would be very long. The ones.specified
in the report just quoted might be grouped under such headings, as
" Personal," " Hygiene," " Language," " Social behavior," " Cour-
tesy," " Hou.sekeeping," as well as those covering the usual activities
of the kindergarten.

4pod habits of work, built up through the various concrete activities (in the
kindergarten), should also prove an asset when more formal subjects are
undertaken later. (Baltimore.)

Acquisition of knowledge.--The kindergarten aims also to give the children
a wealth of valuable first-hand experiences of interest to them which shall fur-
nish ideas anil concepts upon which may be based the education in symbols

twhich begins in the first grade. (Baltimore.) The impulses and instincts and
rests of the young child form the basis for the °purse of study, rather than

*
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instruotion from books * * The kindergarten opens the' child's eyes tothe world about him through excursions (Memphis), [observatiom; and thevarious activities in which he engages].

TEACHING PROCEDURES

It is generally conceded that methods of using the materials arefully as important considerations as the materials themselves."
(Ridimond.) Where the " Rrocedure is to conduct various actkities
in large groups under the direct control of the teacher " (Bagimore),
the work is severely criticized. In such procedure, even with the most
modern fiquipment, there is " poetically no adaptation of method to
the nèwer type of materials " (Brookline) because the teachers make

no independent study of the possibilities (Brookline) of the newer
equipment. This practice pröduces
more building to dictation and less opportunity for free building and com-munity building than is provided ty the more progressive of the kindergartens.(Brook.line.)

In ceftain places--
too much of the handworicin both the kindergartetn and primary school hasbeen ¡nitthe nature of devices planned by the teacher to keep the children busyand carried Cut by the children with no demand being made upon their intelli-gence. ( Windiest ('r. )

Readiness on the part of the children to accept what is offered, howeverpoor it may be, malies it doubly important for the teacher to protect them fromunprofitable forms :4 activity. (Richmond.)
kindergarten teachers, probably more than any group of teachers,are apt to do too much preparation Of work---r-

leaving for the children only the last step or two of the whole process of con-struction. The results are, likely to be excellent, but they do not representchihlues work. If the teachers would plan simMer forms of occupation and
would tIK% satisfied with cinder products, they would be able to develop in thechildren a degree of independence in handwork which (hies not now exist,according to the reports (of many) of the first-grade teachers who receivechildren friun the kindergarten. (Richmond.)

drib

There are many similar critickins in the surveys, but there are also
many commendatory statements whenever'er
children are ails (Id to make their oN% n plans and carry them out in smallgroups of their own choice. (Philadelphin.) In every classroom visited therewas evidence of opportunity for some choice of activity by the children * * *1.There was a genuine desire on the part of the teachers to allow cbhildren togive expression of ideas and feelings through the material that was available.(Springfield.)

When a child is set in the midst of a scientifically planned en-
vininment the teacheis finds that
problems arise through the use of materials which demand thought on thepart okthe child. After individual experiment, the child may join a smallgroup on a larger project or the teacher may relate his isolated result to a

e
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22 THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS

curriculum teachers have found that they " prove valuable as an edu-
cational objective and as'a health measure." (Philadelphia.)

More provisions for outdoor activities should be made because they
"are undoubtedly among the most valuable in the training and de-
velopment of young children." (11.altimore.) If such opportunities
were provided there AnDuld be fewer places of wilich the fonowing
comment could be made:

Fine October sseather found the playgrounds apparèntly almost entirtIly
abaudoned in favor of schoolroom exercise. (Watertown.)

I.

LANGUAGE

Another phase of kindergarten education which has rèceived
much attention in the surveys is training in the use of language.
Primary teachers tied to consider spontAlous conversation one of
the greatest,mistakes of the kindergarten, because the habit of talk-
ing " withokit raising hand (Philadelphia) persisted after , the
children went into the first grade. Now they, as well as kindergarten
teachers, consider free oral language ene of the essentials *for develop-
ing idea&

One reason why working out `large social projects is considered so
valuable is because-

- much real conversation about the child:en's interests is necessary to enable
the teacher and children to select real problems or to know where and how
to 4nd material for their solution. (Swarthmore.)

Through conversation children also--
learn to value accurate thinking and the correct use of langulge, inaudimg the
choice of words, clear enunciation, and correct pronunciation, given in a pleas-
ant voice. (Swarthmcre.)

Conversation is especially important
for a foreign group of children who have al more vital need for oral expression
than any other activity the kindergarten offers. (Stamford.)

It is the teacher's funetion to create situations which will supply incentive
and motive for free oral expression on the part of the 011ihiren. When she
gets this, she may then gradually correct the child's English, encourage him
in the use of complete sentences in talking, and help him in his choice of
words and expiessions. (Richmond.) lk

AM,

Teaching English mainly through scfilgs, rhymes, and stories is
criticized as being valid only if the children b have.suftcient exper.i-
ence with actual things to give these words .real 'meanings." (Rad-
nor.) Recenestudies of children's vocabularies-\--r
indicate a need for giving vital experiences to children so as to provide the
Melts for which the ordinary word symbols stand. It would probably be illumi-
nating and profitable for the teacher to find out just what the children's
images are in re1ati5e4o the songs, rhymes, Mid stqpies they repeat.
( Radnor.)
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EVOLUTION OF THE CURRICULUM 23
Conversation periods seem to be most effective when the childrenare a

divided into small groups on the basis of language ability. This suggestion
applies not only to the work with foreign children, but also to kindergartens
where there is a large range in the maturity of the children. Breaking the
entire number up into small groups for oral conversation enables all the
children to take part. (Winchester.)

Conversations carried on in such groups
may-tead in a natural fashion to group`composition in tbe form of stories
about pictures, descriptions of excursions, letters to absent playmates, etc.
(Richmond.)

Children also express their ideas of the life around them through
representative play. 'These plays should be carried on "in connec-
tion with their manual occupations" to help them give fuller and
truer expression to the ideas and relations involved " in all their
work. (Richmond.) Through conversation and representative play
the kindergarten protects children's " language from warping, con-
taminating influences, and makes correct language common instead
of uncommon." (Honesdale.) Ita

READING

There are several divergent opinions about the use of visual word symbol/
ifi kindergarten. Some educators feel that it is unwise to use any it all unless
a child asks for a specific one which is necessary for his particular play or
work. Others feel that near the end of the semester it is advisable to give
the children who are about to be promoted to the first grade some preparation.4v

thalfor thv work in reading. For rcaon each child is encouraged to learn the
signs for his name and certain labels in the school and neighborhood. Other
kindergarten teachers feel that the most mature children in the oldest group
who indicate a readiness .to profit hy printed symbols may be given some
definite organized experiences, probably enough to read the signs suggested
above and stories which they themselves have made up about their own group
experiences. (Radnor.)

It would seem that any city requiring reading or word recogni-
tion in the kindergarten must " give a very clear and satisfactory
answer to the question, 'What is the total result?' Is it worth the
expenditure of time required?" (Watertown.)

This same survey reports that when primary teachers were--
asked what was Accomplished (in reading in the kindergarten) they answered
usually in general terms, such as knowing how to follow a line of print; what
is meant by the terms word, sentence, etc.; how to locate a word in a known
sentence. Altogether the product seems very small except in the case of
unusually bright children.

This survey also suggests that it woubl be well to--
4.

let the matter of beginning reading be determined by maturity of pupils, and
teach reading only to those who show competence. Before introducing reading
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24 THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS

be sure that fundamental steps have been laid, such as a wide acquaintance
with picture books, rich first-hand environmental experiences, and abundant
use of oral language. (Watertown.)

LITERATURE

Certain surveys emphasize the value of picture books in develop-
ing language ability and a love for literature.

A well-chosen library of pioture books. attractively arranged in a secluded
corner of the kindergarten, is a great stimulus to an interest in books. The
library corner, together with the conversation and story periods in the
kindergarten, is much more important as a..basis for reading habits in the
grades than is any amount of word recognition that is procured hy drill
on sight symbols. (Ra(lno.r.)

In one kindergarten a child

brought his Stevenson's Child's Garden of Verses to school, and the
teacher read the children some of the poems, and they found that one
said " A birdie with a yellow bill." They llowed other poems, saying,
"This is about the wind "; and another child said " Way over there it
tells about the little shadow." This is the very hest preparation for
first-grade readthg. The stories and poems that the children become familiar
with in the kindergarten through oral language are seen by them in another
form on the printed page, and they become interested in the symbols that
say these same words that they know and love so well. (Winchester.)

4

AME,RIC kNIZATION

Certain surveys point out the many contributions the kinder-
garten makes to Americanization. Visiting trie children's homes
is ft
very)important phase of kindergarten work, and the work being done among
the foreign women is particularly effective in matters of hygiene. (Winches-
ter.) hlealt.h conditions in the home and malnutritiou call for great skill
in the cooperation of the home and kindergarten. (Philadelphia.)

The Hawaii survey states that
the commission is convinced, after a careful study of the conditions which
obtain in the islands, that no more important single step in Anwricanizing
the children of the foreign born can be titken than in the establishment of a
kindergarten or kindergartens in every settlement in the territory. (Hawaii.)

Americanization problems can not be confined to children of
foreign parentage, although " (lifferent nationalities in a school
increase the difficulty of modifying the curriculum to the needs of
the children:"' (Philadelphia.) All children need help and guid-
ance in the cultivation of right habits of social adjustment."
(Baltimore.)

The kindergarten has always emphasized (tile development of these habits)
in such a way that educators regard it as the best grade in our school systems
for Americanisation work. (Radnor.)

.
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Right habits of work and social cooperation must bt established
early.

If children are not ,taught how to accept responsibility early in their
school life. they must be taught to do so later. This puts them at a great
disadvantage. as they have to break old habits as well as establish new ones.
( Swart hmore.)

NATURE STUDY

Nature study is*mentioned in the surveys as an essential phase
of the vurriculum but one which is not always given enough atten-
tion. o develop in children an appreciation of nature and an
interest in nature phenomena it is necessary that.

concrete experiences should be obtained (1) through excursions; (2) through
responsibilities for the care of flowers, vegetables, and pets, observing their
development and peculiar characteristics. (Stamford.)

As a means of developing an appreciation Of nature the excursion
seems to have been used more than the opportunity to care for plants
and animals. " Comparatively few kindergartens have children's
gardens. though sçied planting in window boxes is common."
(PhiladelphiaJ Suill several surveys report that teachers have

attempted to develop a love of nature in the children by making the greatest
possible use of such fa(tilities as are at hand. (Philadelphia.)

The eagre of living things is one of the most valuable experiences a child can
have and is the best kind of nature study. (Winchester.)

While the care of the school garden during the summer months presents
diffieultieS: there are quickly niaturing flowers and, vegetables * * * which
may be gathered before the close of school. (Winchester.)

Goldfish and canary birds. and in the spring rabbits and chickens, are pets
that may .be cared for by the children. (Winchester.)

MUSIC

Comments on the work in music are conspicuously absent in the
kindergarten sections of most survey reports. The few comments
that are made indicate,that more -attention should be given to this
phase of the curriculum.

While a few teachers show " unusual ability in music " (Stam-
ford), the value of all musical experience is--
determined by the teacher's ability to select appropriate musical material of

'the right quality and quantity * * and the use of this material in rais-
ing the standards of children's work, in giving opportunity of creativity in
music and in habits of correct rendition. (§tamford.)

There seem to be riiany kindergartens which deserve the following
criticisms: " There was no evidence that definite principles were
formulated to guide teachers " (St39,tord) in the selection of musical
material or methods of teachingr When the songs are long
the tendency of the Teacher is to focus attention and effort ion teaching the
words to tbe neglect of the far more important elementsmusical tone and
accurate pitch. (Richmond.)

.
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Parallel with the teaching of a few simple songs there should be some definitework in ear training and voice placing. (Richmond.)
To do this skillfully teaches need help in formulating their own

methods for teaching music.
The method of technique involved in securing (desiretli, achievements forchildren who are experiencing difficulties. as well as for children who knowhow to sing, should be clearly stated in the course study]. (Stamford.)
Children should do a great deal, of indiviqual singing in the kindergarten andfirst grade. Only in this way can children become independent in learning

melody and rhyme. (Winchester.)

FINE AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Manual activity seems to have been taken for granted as only a
few mentions of this work are found in the surveys examined and
most of those are connected with some other phase of the discussions.

Drawing and clay modeling nre forms of occupation which diNerve a larger
share of attention than they have been given in the past. (Richmond.)

Emphasis in art work
as in other subjects, should be placed on the development of children, andthe product of the child shouhl be evaluated on a basIs fl what he gainsthrough doing rather than on the finkhed form. (Stamford.)

Art work that has meaning and purpose to the child and results in a productthat satisfies his need and develops his artistic ability to the highest point
possible, merits approval in kindergarten learning. (Stamford.)

There is
ample motive for design in such. minor projects as making of room decorations
for festival occasions, the milking of Christmas presents, Valentines, May bas-
kets, Easter cards, etc. (Richmond.)

It is through work with materials
in which the objects made are familiar and interesting, the motive strong, the
materials and process suited to the children's technical skill, that children of
5 or 6 years of age acquire the ability to attack problems in construction and
representation and to work them out with relative independence. (Richmond.)

Habits of thrift, orderliness, responsibility in care of material, as well as
initiative and independence in work, are the outcome of this type of industrial
and fine arts teaching. (Stamford.)

SUMMARY

The kindergarten curriculum is changing rapidly and must con-
tinue to change so as to produce a much larger fund of scientific in-
formation to use as a basis for judging children's activities.

There is still a great lack of common understanding among kinder-
garten teachers about the objectives of kindergarten education. The
curticulum must provide experiewes which will bririg desirable
changes in children's thoughts, feelings, and actions.

The need for constructive thinking is being more and more empha-
'sized. This kind of thinking is necessary not only for maqual

414
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EVOLUTION OF THE CURRICULUM 27

activities and original games but also in making right social
adjustments.

Ideas are necessary for constructive thinking. The kindergarten
must, therefore. furnish a wealth of valuable first-class experiences as
a basis for these ideas.

There have been many criticisms of 'kindergartens because some
children have acquired wrong attitudes in regard to school work.
This need not occur, because children lipto he held up to the best
that is in them. They rejoice in their growth in power and accom-
plishment when high standards are attained while doing interestingthing.

Children need not only opportunities for learning to appreciate
good workmanship, the value of tools and materials, but also oppor-
tunities for developing appreciation of the beauties and wonders of
nature.

All children need help in developing right behavior in relation totheir companions. The spirit of fair play is the active principle in
sympathetic appreciation of the work and abilities of others. Thisspirit is greatly increased by working and playing with others and in
rejoicing in group pleasures and successes.

Habit formation is a fundamental part of education. Childrenhave established many habits before they enter kindergarten. Theseare the foundation upon which the kindergarten must build.
Newer methods of procedure in the kindergarten emphasize theneed for informal and creative work in placeiof formal work dictatedby the teacher to large groups of children.. The problem projectmethod has been used by some teachers ever since kindergartens were

established. More teachers would use it if they were not handicapped
by lack of equipment, the struggle to combine freedom with order,the management of °large classes of children, the difficulties involvedin so planning work that children may have opportunity .to beintellectually active.

While the kindergarten has always recognized the need for keep-ing children healthy, it is only recently that the surveys have sug-gested a closer relationship between physical education and healtheducation.
Games for little children should not be highly organized exceptwhen the organization has been built up out of the children's owninformal play or work. Outdoor activity and excursions are recog-nized as essential from a health standpoint as well as from an educa-tional standpoint. Unfortunately the lack of physical apparatus forsmall children limits the opportunities for giving them the activitiesmost conducive to the best niental and physical development.
Greater emphasis is now being placed 4on the teaching of lan-guage to small children. Free conversation in the kindergarten used

4.
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28 THE KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS

to be frowned upon by primary teachers, but now they as well as
kindergarten teachers realize that oral language is essential in the
development of ideas. Real conversation enables teacfier and chil-
dren to select work necessary for children's deeelopment as well as to
establish right. habits in the use of English. Recent studies of chil-
dren's vocabularies indicate a need for greater care in giving children
right concults for the words they use in song, story, and rhyme. As
every child should be given the opportunity to express his ideas. it is
advisable to conduct as much of the language work as possible in
small groups.

There is a diversity of opinion about the use of visual word
symbols in the kindergarten. While many underagree fhat certain
conditions it is well to give children the opportunity to begin read-
ing, they also ap-ree that whatever is done along this line must be
done informally and must be developed in relation to the children's
group experiences. .kny city requiring reading in the kindergarten
should make sure that the advantages gained are worth tilt time
required.

It is very apparent that more picture books are, needed in the
kindergartens. Through acquaintance with books and t he develop-
ment of a love for them children may develop a desire to learn to
read. These attitudes toward books and their use are invaluable*
11Q Preparation for t l"'bçk in the first grade. Such acquaintance
also helps children to deve p a love for literature. Consequently,
the books placed in the kindergarten library should contain examples
of the best. in children's literature.

The kindergarten has always understood the necessity for begin-
ning Americttnization with the very little children. Through em-
phasizing the need for visiting the children and their mothers in
their homes, as well as through the classroom activities and the teach-
ing of English, the kindergarten helps to give children of foreign
parentage somethinAr like a fair start. fat

In most kindergartens the teachers have used whatever oppor-
tunities they had to help children appreciate the beauty and wonder
of *nature. Because it has been difficult, to have children care for
gardens and pets most of the nature study work has been done' while

- taking children on excursions. Although this is a valuable nwihod
of developing a love of nature, it is not as' valuable as giving the chil-
dren the opportunity to care for plants and pets.

Comments upon music in the kindergarten are conspicuously mea-
e ger in the survey report. While some kitidergarten teachers have

unusual musical ability, most bf them néed a great deal of guidance
in the selection of suitable musical material foy kindergarten chil-
dren and in developing prppei methedi for presenting the work.
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Such comments as are made in the surveys about manual activities
itr6 usually connected with other phases of the discussions. This
work depends so largely upon the equipment and supplies available
that criticism of the type of art work done by the children suggests
el it icith of the materials supplied. Real art work is always the ex-
preion of an idea. Therefore, the opportunity given children for
activity in this field must be based on their needs and experiences,
:mil the renits should be valued according to what children gain
from the activity rather than by their finished products. Proper
tools and materials are considered eisential for g400d art work..
Certain suggestions about them arò given on page 9.

Chapter IV
PREPARATION, SUPERVISION, AND PROFESSIONAL

GROWTH OF TEACHERS
teacher is the determining factor in the education of young

The kindergarten room may be ideal, the equiment up
to standard, and the curriculum well planned by a competent super-vior, hut if the teacher does not measure up to her opportunities
the work Nvith the children will not bring results which could be
accepted as good preparation for later school work or for living in
a well-regulated home.

TRAINING OF TEACHEItS

As a group, kindergarten teachers have had fully 'as much prepa-
ration for their work us -the teachers in the other grades of the
elementary schools. "Normal training of the teachers is almost uni-
fofm (Philadelphia), while there are also many college graduates
among kindergarten teachers and some who have done graduate work.

Kinderga-Nen directors are usually requirM to have two years'
training in a recogniZed norinal school, or traihing school giving
kindergarten coursel' but the same amount of preparation is not
always required of assistants. The fact is commented upon unfav.-
orably in a number of surveys because the-4
use of untrained assistants is detrimental to the work. (Baltimore.)

Kindergarten assistants should have the same training as the directors ofkindergartens. The comiiiittee strongly recommends that the present training
qualifications for appointments of kindergarten assistants be raised to thetraining qualifications required of the kindergarten directors. (Stamford.)

One of the% important functions of the kindergarten is to preparechildren to do the work prescribed for the first grade. If the kinder..garten is to fullfill this function the teachers must be thoroughly
acquainted with primary principles and activities. The way most
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30 T1I1 KINDERGARTEN IN CITY SCHOOL SURVEYS

often recommended for giving teachers the necessary insight foy
this work is to give them their training
in normal schools for both kindergarten and primary work, so that the kinder-
garten teacher will know primary work and the priniztry teacher will under-
Yland kindergarten work. (Winchester.)

Prov I Sion should be made in normal schools--

for a course of study which will definitely recognize the kindergarten-primary
Problem as one and the same. (PhilmblPhia.)

NEED OF SUPERVISION

There have always been wide differences..in teachers' undevst anti-
ing of the aims of education and in their "clearness of perception of
the definite means of reaching a definite educalional end." (Si.
Louis.) This vague understandiik of objectives and method, seems
to be due largely to lack of proper guidance. In many pimps film
is little "evidence that definite principles were formulated to guido
teachers" (Stamford) in the selection of curriciklum material or of
teaching methods

The reports show that kindergarten teacriers are "anxiou to irne
their children experience which will be of value to theni" (Radnor
Township), and are intelligently eager for help and desirous of
moving forward in the right dlrection." (Philadelphia.) They
realize that--
it is almost essential that a corps of supervisors be selected to wfmk with the
principals and teachers in bringing up standards and in more closely coordi-
nating and standardizing work if ticy material progress for the schilols a.!

whole is to be achieved." (Baltimore.)

There is often a grave " danger of haphazard, unsound, and detri-
mental procedure (when) there is no expert leadership in the newer
lines of work." (Watertown.)

A supervisor is especially needed to give assistance in selecting
experiences, materials, and methods of instruction where
there is no prescribed course of study. (Baltimore.) It is in planning and pre-
senting a modern course of study that th% greatest help from the supervisor
Is needed. It Is too much to expect that teachers and principals will be able
tO bring about the needed changes in curricillum and teaching procedure
without such help. (Watertown.) With'in efficient supervisor to direct them,
a woman of experience in both kindergarten and primary grade teaching,
moist kindergartners would be capable of modifying apd reconstructing their
methods to conform with the best type of modern practice. (hnion'd.)

Because kindergarten teachers need help in many specific lines of
activity they--
should not be supervised by one who juts not had kindOrgarten training.
(Winchester).

Supervision should be given by one who is in sympathy with modern educa-
aortal ideals, and who is well trained and qualified to help [a] group .of.
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PREPARATION AND SUPERVISION OF TEACHERS 31

kindergarten teachers desiring to progress from their presui standard to a
higher one. (Stamford.)

The survey staffs- recognize that one supervisor for the kinder-
garten and elementary departments is ideal, but they also realizetat it is difficult
lu 4'tLfl't u sujfervisor who has ¡lad experience from the kindergarten to thesixth grade, inclusive. (Wincheter.

Fort 181Lady
supt.rvision of the kind4Tgarten by a special supervisor doeS not tend tukohtto kindergarten, if the same ,educational prineples prevail in the
kindort:arton and prinmry mules. tWihci.list(r.) titInferences between kinder-pole!! supervisor and the primary supervisor are ueeessur to keep the workuhitivil when them% are t Wi) supervisors for these departments. (Winchester.)

41Ik

sikoth also be frequent "conferences with the groups of
kindergarten and first-grade teachers." (Winchester.)

PROPESSIONAL GROWTH OF THE TEACHERS
Tile supervisor is responsible to a large extent for the profes-

:-iona 1 growth of teachers under her charge. This is especially
pointed Out in a survey which states that

influence I JI I I i i stall: (supervisory) Wits evidenced by the relatively largenumbr of tvachors who have uncle brt alien further profvssional training.k Springfield. )

School authorities and the supervisor can materially help teachers
in obtaining suit able opportunities for st udy.

Extension cour:Abs for ptofessional stimulation and for an a!(.! in curriculummaking siwuld lie ( )(Tiled yearly. (Stamford.) There are a number of schoolsystems which make it a practice to send more of their teachers to school bachsummer, the board paying part or all of their expenses. (Richmond.)
Not only are teachers taking summer courses, attending gradenieetings and supervisor conferences, but in many places they have

-well-established clubs for study with mutual helpfulness. The
Pecommendations given in the surveys suggest that the forward trendin these organizations is toward the Idndergarten-primary type.

A kindergarten-primary association should be organized to foster profes-sional spiAt of interest in work, to offer opportunitiem for growth $4 teachersthrougt, interchange of ideas, to give strength to requests for improved condi-tions, and to encourage closer coordination of work betwe6 kindergarten andfirst grade. (Stoi ford.)
In some places the purely "kindergarten clubs" hav( been broad-ened in scope by " inviting the first-grade teachers to become mem-bers also." (Springfield.)

those places where most of the teachers have been-trained in
lo-lCitt- institutions tthe introduction of outside teachers might bringabout an interchange of ideas that would prove both stimulating andbeneficial." (Philadelphia)
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SUMMARY

'The` success of any kindergarten depends upon the teacher.
dergarten directors are required to have as much preparation for
their work 4s teachevs in the other grades of the primay schools,
but the same amount of preparation is not always required of the
assistant teachers. °Both director and assistant teachers should have
at least two years of professional study in a recognized normal school
or institution giving kindergarten courses. Many kindergarten
teachers are college graduates :ind some have done graduate work.

.As kindergarten ana primary teachers should know the vork of

both grades, it is considered highly desirable to have both groups of

teachers receive their Waining in institutions which recognize the
hindergarten-primary prdilem as one.

The survey reports indicate tlkat most kindergarten teachers are
eager for sympathetic supervision. They understand that wise su-

pervision is an essential help in selecting activitie,..s, materials, and
methods of instruction suitable for the development of pffing chil-
dren in line with the best present day principles of education. The
sufwvisor(/ guidance Will prukkhly be most needed in defining
gtandards for the curriculum. This should be done without in any
way imposing uniformity of procedure upon teachers or children.

The supervisor should be in sympathy with modern educational
ideas. She should be well trained in the many technical phases of
kindergarten work, and be thorougitly qualified to be a leader for
the teachers under her charge.

Teachers need encouragement to continue their profesMoital ediica-
tion. School authorities should offer extension courses which will
give inspiration :Ind help in curriculum planning.

Other means for helping tendiers in their educationardevelopment
are conferences, exchange a vi-sits ,behveen kindergarten teachers
and between kindergarten and primary teachers, teachers' meaings,
frequent classroom visits 14 the supervisor, and kindergarten-pri-
mary teachers association,

Chapter V

THE KINDERGARTEN AS AN INTEtat AL PART OF THE
SCHOOL SYSTEM

The recognition of the kindergarten as an integral part of the
school system is set fort h in the following illuminating excerpts:

The kindergarten was onee ronsIdered luxury. It Is now admitted tii

have its peculiar function in .the right education of .the child. No child who
is of Wadable mentality paSttes through a real kindergarten experience without
living a richer life thereby. ,* 0 * The whole child la put to school in the
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Certain surveys sliggest, 0.1.at one s(;urce of criticism of the kindex-
garten has been the real difficulty chihlren have had in makinfr the
necessary changes in habits and attitudes when going froM the
kindergarten to the first grades. " Children trained in habits of
initiative, independence, and earnest following of active pursuits

14(Baltimore) ill kindergarten will not ' fit in t(b the formal scheme
(Baltim)re) of some primary classes.

" The gap between the kindergarten and first grade is closing.
(St. Louis.) The reports studied indicatr that the surveyors NOW
consider the kindergarten as an integral part of the school system.
The staff for the San Francisco survey recommends Ow the de-
partment of primary grades shall hereafter be called department
of primary and kindergarten instruction."

Such a unification of the kindergarten ltd primary departments
tends to_Antraduce something of the first grade into the kinderg:irten and to
retain srnething of the kindergarten in the fir4 grade. (El Paso...) The
most approved practice in kindergartens to-fray lends to hring them morc
closely in touch with the first grade. (El Paso.)

On the other hand, the kindergarten is having an " inthience of
far-reaching character on the aims and methods of eletnentary
cation."' (Columbia, S. (.) Greater attent ion,to the school environ-
ment, equipment, curriculum, methods of instruction, and children's
physical needs--
are some of the results of the recognition in the grades of the validity of
the principles underlying kindergarten Ntivities. .that educAtion come
way of the child's own self-activity. (Columbia, S. C.)

The supervisors of primary schools also realize that the adj0.4tallint can not
be made unless the first-grade schools put off unnatural flirmality and
restntInt, and introduce more of the Spirit of free activity which is char-
acteristic of a wen-organized kindergarten. (tit. Louis.)

External changes, however, will not bring about a true talon. That can
oily be effected by a close articulatkm of work and by kindergarten nnd
primary teachers having a deewr insight into 'and a higher Iippreelltion of
each other's work. (St. L(Puis.)

This idea is repeated in almost the slime words in the Winchester
report.:

.No external meanA, such as creating another grade, called a "connecting
class" has ever solved this problem. The only solution is a emirs/ of study
that is based upon the instincts and interests of young children rather than
upon the teaching of the formal aspects of school subjects. (Winchester)

A kindergarten is not an entity, It is a link in a chain and as such we
should see to It thiii it will fit into the next link. (Salt Lake City.)

11
Teachers of the first Arade have a right to expect that children

who have had a kindergarten training will come to them with
abilities "not looked for in children who have not had such trail*

7. Salt Lake *City.)
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The Cleveland survey recomnlends
that the wiirk of the kindergarten :ind of the :rst gra(1e be re4)rganized so
that each shall have much natural play and eacji shali have some sstematic
training in the fundamental social arts. ((leveland.)

In some (kindervrt(bn) mehoois successful exl .briments are being tried in
training pupils in those habitg which will be helpfut i n the first -.grade and
in familiarizing the pupils With the *simple fact of number and NVith Hie
use of language that will be helpful when they begin the formal study of
number :Ind rtitiding. (St. Louis!)

&nits definite suggestiorm for unification.--several of the sn-rveys
contain. (lefinite suggestions for the unification of kindergarten and
primary grades. Better methods of promotion and of more iirlified
curricula have already been mentioned in this study. Better equip-
ment in the prunary grades is suggested as anotlwr means.

Lnilk of adequate equipment and the somewhat formal and Ineehanical
acter of the Nvork of the prinuay gmles Opera te to make difficult the clow
adjustment of kindergartein and.primary work. (Winchester.)

Training students in normal gehools for both kindergarten and iwitnary
w<irk, so that the kindergarten teacher wiu know priniaey work nnd the pri-
hincy teacher \yin undeNand kindergarten work, is also bringing about the
right rein t ionsh ip bet ween t hese grades. ( Winchester. )

Still *mother way to develop unification of objectives and nwt hod.;
is to bring--
Watchers of both I lepartments together for the study of Common problc
( Baltimore.) Kimikbrgarten-prinuay nssociatilm hould be rgii ti i'/.('d 4

h) encourage closer coordination of work between kindergarten and first grade.
(Stamford.)

Closer unification may be obtained by arranging an exchange of
viits between teachers. Besides,exchanging visits in their own

-pdeprtment
the kindergarten teachei should visit the pritnary roomst and the 'primary
teacher visit the-kindergarten. roonloin euCh building, and frequent eftrferences
should be the result of this interchange of visits. (Winchester.)

Because "there is a groli7ing recognition of the importance of a
close relation between kindergarten work and primary " (St. Louis).
and since the changes necessary for the closer articuktion of them'
two departments "require vigorous, unified central superAision. it i%4

recommended that a single supervisor be put. in charUe of the kinder-
. gartens and primary grades." (CleVeland.)

RELATION OF KINPERGARTEN TRAINING TO CHILDREN'S PROG-
, RESS THROUGH. THE GRADES

One of the findamental causes of critieisnr given to kindergarten
work in the surveys examined is well expressed iu the Cleveland
survey which says that
the effects of kindergarten training are by La means ^clearly defined, and they
ire often regarded by primary teachers as o doubtful value. (Cleveland )
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There have been a number of studies made to find out, if possible,
just -what these effects are and several surveys quote them.

A-Ptudy made in Kenosha, Wis., for example, based cn the records of 92.S
children who had had kindergarten instruction, and 73S children who had
entered school without such training, while not conclusive, suggests that the
first group had fewer who were retarded in their later school work. (Hawaii :

Memphis; Columbia, S. C.)
A more recCnt sttidy of the effect of kindergarten in lessening the number of

repeaters is that by a committee, appointed in 1915, of the superintendents and

school boards branch of the Michigan State Teachers' Association. reported by

Berry. (Hawaii.)

The facts regarding repetition, as disclosed by t hi report, 4ow
that--
in the 19 towns without kindergarten the percentaze of relwaters, all grades
considered, is 2.7 per renter than in the 75 towns having kindergartens :

while in the first grade. taken by itself, the percentage of repeater.i in the towns
having no kindergartens exceeds the towns having the kindergarths by 69.:)

,.
_ per cent. (Hawaii.)

The following detailed study of the effects of ki ndorga Ile!! educa

tion is given in the 5tamford surv-ey:

tilqpikAn attempt 4vas made in this study to ( the erfcct of -kindergarten
training" upon the subsequent school progress o elahlren. TO this end children
in Stamford were divided into groups---thos2 who had kinderg:irten training
and those who entered the public schools without. kiinl(vvgarten training. It

. Vas found that 45 per cent of those with kindergarten training were of normal
age, 30 per cent over age, and 25 per cent under nge. Compared with this,
the group without kindergarten training had 3M per cent normal oge. 52 per
centk over age, and only 10 per cent under age. On the basis of these age-giuk
data it is evident that kindergarten attendance tends to 4Ircroae the number
of over-age children and increase the number who are under age. ills evident
that kinderfarten attendance results in earlier rntranw in school and that
this age advantage is not entirely lost in later grades. (Stamford.)

The above situation is slightly reversed when the rate of progress Is con-

sidered instead of the age-grade relations. The group with kindergarten train-
ing has 53 per cent of its number making slow progress and only 7 por cent
making rapid progrms compared with 49 per cent slow progress and 12 per
cent rapid progress for the grp without kindergarten training. The differ-

ences in these figures are much less than the age-gzade differences. The earliera.
entrpnee to school of the kindergarten group probably results hi seine of the

tslow progress. Since the group without likukrgarten training are quite con-
sistently half a year or more older than the corresponding group with kinder-
garten training, their more regular progress-may be the result of (him added.
niaturity. (Stamford.) 41.

The survey of New Bedford shows
that 49.4 per cent of the pupils reaching the sixth grade, .within stricttly normal
age, entered school in the kindergago subprimary, while of those one yeax
or more beyond normal on reaching the sixth grade, only 17.6 per cent started
in the kindergarten subprimary. (New Bedford.)
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The 'report also states that
comparathely late entrance unquestiònably handicaps New Bedford children
from the very start ; a study of the figures indicates that this handicap aver-
ages approximately a year. And the handicap continues throughout the school
life of the children, with all its serious effects on the extent of their educa-
tion and their continuance in school into the higher grades and high scriool.
Ne Bedford.)

The Elyria survey also says that one

ause of failure in the first grade is undoubtedly the lack of kindergarten
training for children before they enter school. His term in the kindergarten
saves the child a similar amount of preparation for school work in the first
grade. (Elyria.)

These, reports present certain advantages for children who have
had kindergarten preparation for sellpol work, la the following
quotation sutrgeAs a .need for further scientific study on this
quest :

The rather extensive practice of accepting in the 1H grade large numtiers
of younger children has preobably resulted from the early entrance age set
for kindergartens. Young children are allowed to go on into the grades 'with
the expeetati(qi that the kindergarten work has fitted them to do so. As a.

matter of fact, when kindergarten and nonkindergarten children of th4 same
age and intelligence at the time of entering the IB grade are paired, the
kindergarten-trained children who are now in the fifth grade show no a6antage
either in pesent achievement or in progress through the grades. (Wat(rtown.)

A footnote for this quotation reads:
The change in the curriculum of the kindergarten and primary grades, pro-

posed in another section, will doubtless bring more advantages from the kin-
dergarten 11S to later school attainment as well as more satisfactory results
otherwise.

glib

Inability to use the English language is often given as a serious
cause of retardation.

The kindergarten is the hest place to begin the removal of these language
handicaps. Probably more can be done in this during a kindergarten year
than in any subsequent year. (New Bedfbrd.)

Where a large:
proportion of the population is foretgn born, the school authorities can ill af-
ford to weaken the tichool system at its most vulnerable point. (Elyria.)

No study has yet been made of the cost.of the first-year repeaters as com-
pared with the cost of kindergartens as a prevention of repeaters. but in view
of the many problems to which a large percentage of repeaters give rise, there
can be little question that the prevehtive measuremould eventually prove to Ile
the ecotiftmical one. (Wilmington.)

LACK OF OPPORTUNUY TO GO. TO KINDERGARTEN

The surveys suggest that while tire kindergarten is accepted
theory, there are many children ivho are not given .the privilege of
attending. TheWare places in which thesd are less than one-44111.ft'). s
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as many children in kindergarten as in the first grade. When this
is true it

4

indicates a lack of interest on the part of thatetieral public and school offi-
cials toward the training of the child of preschool age. (Philadelphia.)

It would appear that in locating kindergartens there has been no compre-
hensive study of the needs of the various sections (of the city). Some of those
in greatest need of them have none at all. Where there is great need there is
naturally little realization of the need, and therefore no demand has made it-
self felt. This does not relieve the school department of the duty to hook out
for portions of the city in which the people do not know how to look out for
their own interesk. (Salt Lake (ity.)

There should he at least one kindergarten in every primary school. Phila-
delphia.)

For this reason
systematic efforts should he made, through kindergarten teachers, a kindergarten
supervisor, and elementary principals to secure enrollment of children gener-
ally in the kindergarten. :is preparation for their entrance into ihe first grade.
(Ne Itedford.)

SUMMARY

The kindergarten was once considered a luxury but HOW rocog-
nized as an important factor in the education of young children.
Educators believe that the same principles must be applied to all
education begirining with the kindergarten and continuing through-
out the grats. Onlx in this way can continuity of aim and pro-
cedure be preserved without wasted energy on the part of the children
and teachers.

.

The prabtice of placin 5-year-old children in a formal primary
room, instead of a kindergarten, seriously handicaps their develop-
ment. They do not have enough to do to keep them profitably busy
and so are apt to develop hkits of dawdling and inattention. Mod-
ern education demands -a diti4.ent type of experience for them.

an to grow
t-N

rather than be
subjected to mechanical training.

The continbed spread of this belief has resulted in a marked
increase in State legishition in favor of kindergartens maintlined
by public funds. ,

The surveyors believe that one great value of the kindergarten
lies i°n its suggestions for other grades in the school system. They
also believe that hundreds of primary schools have changed their
maods and subject matter because they have accepted the principles
of kindergarten education. The kin ,n, they believe, has
helped tvoften formalism and t create a joyful spir4 of achieve-

,-
ment in many elementary schoolrooms.

In the past, One of the greatest sources of criticism of the kinder-
garten has been the difficulty chadren have had in making the
necessaity changes in habits and attitudes in going from the kinder-..
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garten tò the first grade. This difficulty is rapidly growing less
because of the changes which have been made in both kindergarten
and first-grade activities. The most approved practices tend to
introduce something of the first grade into the kindergarten and to
retain something of the kindergarten in the lira. grade.

A number of definite suggestipns have been given in the surveys
for unifying the work of the two departments. Unification of the
curriculum is most often suggested as necessary for closer articula-
tion of the kindergarten and first grade.

A greater amount of educational equipment and a freer method
of procedure in the primary grades is also suggested as a way of
ttstablishing closer relationship.

Some better plan for promotion from kindergarten to first grade
is advocated for many schools.

Kindergarten and primary teachers should be trained in an insti-tioion giving the same preparation to both groups of teachers.
More effective unification of kindergarten and primary super-vision is considered necessary. Where there are different super-

\ isors folieach department they need 'to have frequent conferences
about the Objectives, standards, and met'Io$1s of both departments.

The establishment of kindergarten-primary clubs to study common
problems is also recommended.

Rindergarten and primal'y 'teachers should be encouraged to visit
,each Other's classrooms. -Interclass visiting possibly is one of the
best ways of helping teachers in each department to know the workof the other department.

One fundamental cause for criticism of kindergarten work has
been the lack of knowledge of what the kindergarten really does for
children. Studies of this ii.roblein have been pu6lished or quoted in

number of surveys. The opinion gath :'j'ed from these studies is
that children save time by attending kindergarten as they readi thehigher elementary grades some months youngr than do children
who have not. had kindergarten training. This is reported as true
even whek some children have not maintained a normal rate of
progress. It. would greatly clarify opinion if a number of scientific
studies couldte made in this field of investigation.

The surveys state that in those districts where children must learn
English the kindergarten undoubted:y helps them in their later
work becauso they probably learn more Engliaduring a year in
kindergarten than during any subsequent year.

There is a lack of interest in the training of prefirst ATade children
on the part of the school authorities and the general public in many
places evm wheris the theory of the kindergarten is accepted. On
the o4her band, there are now many communities in which there is
at least one kindergarten in every primary school. Every principal,
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supervisor, and teacher should make systematic efforts to enroll all
children in kindergarten as a.preparation for their entrance into Ito
first grade. The surveys present many convincin!r reasons; for estab-
lishing jcindergartens in place:, which do not as yet maintain them.

Chapter VI

'CONCLUSIONS

When the recommendation ?. found in the surveys are grouped
accórding to the subjects that are criticized or commended. it
possible to formulate cert a gi'neralization.; aimut kindefigarten pro-
cedure and adminiAration. These generalizations have heen move

and more definitely .ugge.ted, a. the fund f scientific knowledge
*bout the education of young children has been increased
investigation and experimental

In the, earlier stirvey recommendation for the (bsstahii-hment of
kindergartens were general in vlutracter, with emphasis placed upon
the value of the kindergIrten as an agency for. Americanization.
They also inctuded statements concerning the fine spirit of the
teachers, the need for proper equipment, and the surv(*yors' belief in
the value of kindergartens. In those surveys th:It were ¡bade a little
later the same items were emphasized, I;ut slatements about the value
of kindergartens were reinforced by reports of tudi.es which had
been made of the comparatke rate of progPess of kindergarten and
nonkindergarten children through the grades. Some of the. latest
surveys add to these studies. :111 take it for granted that eery
school system.should include. one or more kindergartens in every
elementary school.

INTERPRETATION OF FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

The broaaer interpretation of the underlying principles pt kin-
dergarten education has brought about many changes in rollicks,
procedure, housing, equipment. and supplies that are considered de-

.
sirable in the education of young children.

Working out an individual or group 1)r( )ject Often requites the
use of manyikadds and ends of material in addition to blocks and
the usual kindergarten supplies. Pilicfs extra materials give did-
dren many oppohunities for choosing nnd for judging the valife of
materials in relation to the purpose of the finished peoduct.

Learning to do by doing is as applicable to choosing, planning,-
evaluating results, and making social adjustments as it is to sewing
or using correct linglish. This principle demands not only a greater
variety in the available materials, but also demands changes in the

e
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methods of procedure by which the children work. Children do not
all need the same experience at a given time; so provision must be
made for greater individualization of instruction and for encour-
aging activities in small groups of children of approx6ately the
same ability. When a class is divided into a number of groups the
teacher assumes more and more a supervisory position, giving her
help wherever it is needed and eliminating her personality where
her help is not needed.

This kind of teaching places more responsibility upon the children
for both what they do and how they work. Consequently the ob-
jectives to be achieved and standards of accomplishment as yell as
the children's at;ihties must be clearly defined in the teacher's mind
so that she may help children judge the worth of their activities. As
it is impossible to prescribe a set of logically arranged activities
which will meet the needs of all individuals, it, Ls necessary for
teachers ind supervisors to work out a flexible curriculum. This
can be done by stating the objectives in terms of certain fundamental
attitqes to be acquired ky the children, givirig many suggestions
about the activities. materials, and methods by which these may be
achieved and the habits, skills. and facts of knowledge necessary for
successfully achieving them.

These pri.nciples apply just as truly to the work in the primary
grades as in the kindergarten. A ck)ser coordination of the activities
of these departments could be established if the kindergarten and
primary teachers thoroughly understood the significance of these
principles.

The surveys mentioned several ways by which teachers may .be
.helped to see. that the problems of the kindergarten and the primary
grades are vitally interrelated." The three ways which are most com-
monly mentioned are unified training of kindergarten anti primary
teachers; opportunities for all teachers to pursue cómmon courses of
study for information and inspiration for professional growth dur-
ing the school year; and adequate supervision, preferably by one who
has chlirge of both departments.

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN'S PHYSICALAWND MENTAL HEALTH

School architects hive responded enthusiastically to the tall for
help in solving they problems of properly housing kindergarten
classes. They have developed plans and speci¡cations for many
rooms or suites of rooms which meet hygienic requirements sand are
also beautiful. Many of the building problems have been carefully
thought out and standards have been established. .Studards have
been established in relation to the location of kindergarten rooms in
the school building, provision for adequate lighting a4d ventilating,
treatment of floor and waksurfaces, toilets, cloakrooms, kid storage

. .
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cabinets for unfinished work and supplies. In drafting plans for
new rooms, much thought has been given not only to hygienic con-
siderations, but also to the convenience of both children and teachers
and to artistic arrangements. Extreme simplicity Is the keynote in
planning kindergarten rooms. These standards have been formu-
lated because it is recognized that the mental and physical health of
the childrqn and -teachers depend largely upon their surroundings.
When the right environmental conditions prevail it is easier to help
children to establish those personal and social habits which make for
healthful living. Habits of rest and relaxation are as essential in the
children's daily routine as are habits of exercise and cleanliness, or

14habits of t 1. ing and feeling.
For the e reason there should be some play aiTantus in the

kindergatten room. Play apparatus provides opportunities for
relaxation throúgh the exercise of the large muscles when the finer
ones have been used fcir some time.

In studying the surveys there is evidence to show that a decided
change has been made in the types of games used in kindergartens.
Simple games In which many children may participate and which
require much bodily activity have been substituted for the highly
organized representative and symbolic games. Simple dramatic
representation while playing with toys and materials has also sup-
planted much of the traditional game work. :

The greater emphasis upon constructive work and representative
play does not mean that there is less physical activity in the kinder-

. garten. In fact, there is more than there used to be, 'for children
are expected to get out gild put away their work and supplies and
to help a great deal in the care of the room. Then, too, the kind of
work advocatkld in kindergartens demands a greater use of the large
muscles than did the small gifts. and weaving and sewing materials
and small erayons and paintbrushes. Large building blocks must be
carried a few at a time between their storage place and the part of
the room in which a child is using them: the manipulation of SIM
and hammer produces muscular development as well as mnscular
control; painting at an eaiel with a large brush or drawing on the
blackboard with big crayons gives much more exercise than does art
work carried out with the fine tools and small surfaces made neces-
sary by seating children at 'a table. .

NEED FOR CONTINUED SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION

Great progress has been made tin scientifically determining stand-
ards fbr the material surroundings in the kindergarten and in the
physical care of young children. Some experiments have been con-
.ducted along the lines of curriculum congtruction; habit formation;
éonditioning emotional responses, especially the eliminition of fear
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responses; and the relation of kindergarten training to progress
through the grades. These investigations have been a splendid be-
ginning, hut they are only a beginning. More studies should be
made in these and other fields of childhood education. Investiga-
tions can e made more easily now since better records are beingkept of actual work done by school children in all grades. Three
studies of the effect of kindergarten training upon school progress
have been made recently. One, by Coleen Smith, is reported in the
Elementary School Journal, Volume XXV, No. 6, February, 1925.
Another, an unpublished study by Joephine MacLatay, was con-
ducted for the Bureau of Educational Research of the Ohio State
University. The third, by Willis L. Gard, is published in the Edu-
cational Research Bulletin, Volume III, No. 7, April 2, 1924.

A list of topics which need investigation and experimentation
would include such things as revision of the supply lists: use of
physical apparatus by young children; means for giving children
opportunities for intellectual activity as well as physical activity:
standards of achievement in physical and mental activity ; suitable
forms of keeping records of children's development ahd the best
uses to be made of these records, and especially the objectives of
kindergarten-pri'mary education; the activities which will lead to
these goals and the materials, habits skill's and information that are
necessary for obtaining them.

NEED FOR MORE KINDERGARTENS

Th4tre is great need for the establishment of many more kinder-
gartens. Less than one-eighth of the children between 4 and 6 years
of ,age in this country are in the kindergarten. Among the many
reasons for establishing kindergartens, two outstanding ones are
suggested as sufficiently justifying the extension of kindergartew sothat there will be at least one in every elementary school in cities',
towns, villages, and consolidated rural districts.

The first reason is that, the kindergarten helps children in making
adjustments when they go from the individualistic atmosphere of the
home to the formal group life of the elementary schools. During
the year or two in the kindergarten childreri are helped to acquire
certain habits and attitudes toward school activities which must be
mastered before great progress can be made in the grades; As manyof these have been given a considerable amount of discussion in this
report only a few will be mentioned again for the saie of emphasis.First, habits of fair play and creative thinking can not be built uptoo early in a child's life. Probably both of these can be more easily
acquired through working and playing in a so'cial situation than in
any other way. Second, out of the work with materials and in the
group imperiences all children, native-born children as well as foreign
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9 children, may build up a fund of oral symbols which have a common
significance for the members of the group. This basis for under-
standing the English language must be established before children
can profit by the education which comes primarily from the printed
page.

The second fundamental reason for establishing kindergartens is
that many children must leave school as soon as the compulsory age
limit is passed. It is essential that they be given the opporhinity for
as much education as possible before tben, and kindergarten attend-
ance adds one or two years to their school life. Quotations have been
given in this study which indicate that kindergarten education not
only adds kindergarten experiences to a child's school life but ptob-
ably also adds some months' work in a grade more advanced than
he would probably have made if he had not gone to kindergarten.
Late entrance into the school system is quoted as a handicap which
many children are not able to overcome. So it is essenCial that
school authorities and the general public be aroused to the necessity
of providing the best possible facilities for giving children a kinder-
garten education and of enrolling in kindergartens every child in the
community who can profit by this type of education.

AN EVALUAZION OF THE KINDERGARTEN

Kindergarten practice of the country has received an extremely Rinrching

methods by criteria which have co into our present-day thought as a result
0::examination aud appraisal, for It ha been forced to square its principles and

of investigations in the field of phybiological psychology and of child study and
through the contributions made to the discussion by the Herbartians. These
criteria have profoundly modified kindergarten theory and practice as set forth
by Froehel and interpreted by his followers, but the Froeheliatt conception that
education Is a process of development rather than one of instruvtion ;* that
play is the natural means of development during the first years; that creative
activity must be the chief factor in his education; anti that his present in-
terests rather than future needs should determine the material and method of
instruction, are all conceptions sanctioned by the conclusions reached iu the
fields of modern educational investigation and research. The frindamental
things upon which the kindergarten _activities are based are more generally
indorsed than exer before, and it can confidently be said that* the kindergarten
is now so thoroughly established in public confidence and so strongly grounded
in accepted theory that Its place In our scbool system will never again he
seriously endangered. (Columbia, S. C.)
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